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ABSTRACT 
The work defends a theory of reZative identity roughZy 
simiZar to Geach's. It is heZd that statements of the 
form 'a is the same as b' are incompZete untiZ a generaZ 
noun is specified after 'same'; and that items which are 
identicaZ with respect to one generaZ noun may be distinct 
with respect to another. These theses are referred to 
respectiveZy as (D) and (R). Chapter One contrasts the 
theory of absoZute identity with theories of reZative 
identity, pZaces the Zatter in their historicaZ context, 
and suggests why they have some initiaZ pZausibiZity despite 
the universaZ acceptance of the absoZute theory. Chapters 
Two, Three, Four and Five concern the nature of the generaZ 
nouns which may be used to compZete identity statements. 
We are particuZarZy concerned with generaZ nouns which 
convey criteria by which identity cZaims may be judged 
and with the structure of the system of cZasses which these 
nouns name. Certain over-simpZe assumpt,ions of Wiggins' 
about this structure are rejected in Chapter.Five. Chapters 
Six and Seven consider the thesis (D): in conjunation with 
(R) in Chapter Six, and independentZy in Chapter Seven~ 
WhiZst {R) does not entaiZ (D), as has often been supposed, 
it is convenient to accept both principZes in a context-
free, (R )-re Zative identity theory in or1der to obtain 
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a aloser matah with natural language identity statements 
than is possible for the absolute theory. In Chapter 
Seven it is argued that whilst Wiggins' theory, whiah 
exaludes (R} but inaludes (D), aannot be proven false 
it represents no more than a new way of stating the 
absolute theory and aan be made redundant by Perry's alter-
native theory whiah keeps the alassiaal identity operator. 
In Chapter Eight various general objeations to (R} are 
rejeated: arguments whiah seek to show that relations 
whiah satisfy (R) fail aertain aonditions on identity 
relations. Forms of symmetry, transitivity and reflexivity 
and a non-Leibniz substitutivity prinaip~e are developed 
for (H)-relative identities. On the other hand, Geaah's 
general argument in favour of (H)-relative identity as a 
means of keeping one's ontology minimal is rejeated on 
familiar grounds. Chapters Nine and Ten deal with 
partiaular examples of (H). In Chapter Nine it is main-
tained that ~)-relative identity theoPy solves the problem 
of aonstitutivity and resolves its assoaiated 'paradoxes' 
suah as the ship of Theseus. It is demonstrated that 
arguments to show that the relation between an item and its 
aonstituents is not identity are based on absolutist 
prinaiples. In Chapter Ten the standard absolutist treat-
ment of examples of (H) is rejeated as invalid. 
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